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                    need conveyancing?

                    We know how stressful and expensive moving home can be and we are here to help your next move go smoothly by providing you with a free, instant conveyancing quote.

                    Contact us today
                

            

        

    


				







































































































    
        
            
                
            

            

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                

            

        

        
            
                

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            As a buyer with a terrible solicitor, I found Emsleys to be very helpful. I wish we could have used their solicitors but the seller used them.
They kept pushing our solicitor to achieve a great... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Helen Gourlay

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            I recently bought a property for sale through Emsleys in Sherburn-in-Elmet and I couldn't have wished for a better service. All the staff were friendly and helpful during what became a very... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Lisa Taylor-Smith

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Elmsleys has been absolutely outstanding in all respects. We have dealt with Carol Flynn who has been amazing throughout the process of our sale and purchase. She has expertly liaised with all... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Sarah Rawlings

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            The entire process was perfectly guided and well maintained with vigilant services leading to my satisfaction. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Agha Muhammad Shaharyar

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            In a complicated house sale Lisa and the team at Emsleys were really helpful. Often as a buyer in the process you feel ignored but Lisa was respectful and really supportive throughout! Honestly I... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Elena

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Carol Flynn :  she was very helpful and handled every enquiry quickly and professionally 
Thank you for all your help you made this process much easier Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Philip Macandrew

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Very helpful. Easy and quick process. Good communication all around and very pleased with the experience. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Callum convy

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Can\'t thank the team at emsleys in crossgates enough! 
I was selling my non standard construction property and the knowledge and advice was fantastic. The team were always there to reassure... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Leanne Meadowcroft

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Fantastic Estate Agents, have assisted me immensely during my house buying process. David and Natalie were always very polite and professional, keen to solve my queries and keep me updated during... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Christiana A

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            5* service from Emsleys on the sale of my house, Lisa was my key contact for my sale and was absolutely instrumental in the smooth running of my transaction and always kept me fully up to date.... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Juliet Gough

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            From initial contact through to Exchange, proactive and attentive. Happy to recommend. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Mike Burton

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            I found the staff to be throughly professional, market aware and approachable. They took on board what I was looking for and appropriate properties where passed forward for me to consider. I would... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Aaron Casey

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            The selling of our home with Emsleys Estate Agents - Garforth was an absolute dream. Emma who came to do the original valuation was super friendly and helpful and explained all costs and charges... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Shawney Mcgreavy

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            We were at the top of what proved to be a difficult chain at the bottom, but Lisa and Amber were so brilliant - always chasing down the chain and keeping us informed of every communication. They... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Donna Donnelly

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Amazing support through the whole buying process. 
Forever grateful and highly recommend. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Patrycja Andrys

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Kept informed and updated through out my home sale, everything went smoothly and quickly with helpful and knowledgeable staff to assist. Cannot fault the service. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Lorraine edwards

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Kept informed and updated through out my home sale, everything went smoothly and quickly with helpful and knowledgeable staff to assist. Cannot fault the service. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Lorraine Edwards

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Brilliant Estate Agents. Always helpful, friendly and contactable - either via email or telephone. Great contact between buyer and seller and help to chase things down and get things moving. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Stacey Gearing

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            We found Emsleys Estate Agent to be professional, responsive and friendly, with a genuine concern for myself and sister during the sale of our mother\'s house. I would highly recommend them. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Rachel

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Great experience selling our property through Emsleys. The Sherburn office kept us updated throughout the entire process. Would highly recommend. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Rhian Hibberd

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Carole and her team were always very helpful and always professional. Emsleys estate agents provided outstanding service throughout my sale from start to finish. I couldn't have asked for more. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Janice Barnard

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Very helpful at every stage, I would recommend to others. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Laura Jackson

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Lisa, Emma and Amber were all fantastic from our initial query to completion day. They went the extra mile for us to communicate with our seller when needed. They also responded in excellent time... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Sophie Roberts

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Absolutely exceptional service! Emsleys recently sold my house and I was so glad that I selected them to work with. They were very professional, accurate on valuation and from start to completion... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Emma

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Really friendly staff, great service, I felt looked after- would recommend. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            AGATA NOWACZYK-NOLAN

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Excellent  service from start to finish, I can highly recommend this company. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Lee Carruthers

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Working with Emsleys Crossgates Estate Agents on the sale of my property was very easy - their communication was great and reactions to any queries that would delay things was spot on! Huge thanks... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Jane Frost

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Excellent service from all the Rothwell team from start to finish. They kept me up to date throughout the sale of my house Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            John

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Carol was amazing throughout our full journey selling our house. She was always there to answer our calls and help explain things. We would go as far as saying she went above and beyond to help us.... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Charlotte May

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Fabulous service from start to finish Emma, Lisa and Amber were very friendly, helpful and always available to help at each stage of the selling process nothing was too much trouble. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Monica Ladle

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Generated huge interest in our home after listing with another agent without success. Was on the ball throughout the sale and kept us up to speed with not only our sale but the rest of the chain Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Anthony Doone

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            We have recently sold our property through Emsleys in Sherburn, we had a very good response to the market and agreed on our sale within 3 weeks. Carol is very professional and a very nice helpful... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Claire Joynson

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Excellent efficient service from start to finish from the Emsleys team, and Carol in particular. Thanks very much! Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Daniel Fugler

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Our experience with Emsleys was second to none. Carol especially was so helpful and everything went through as smooth as possible. Any queries she was able to answer and if not she did everything... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Beth Ellis

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            We have had a great experience with using Emsleys. They have provided fantastic communication with us and put us at ease with the whole transaction. We couldn't recommend them enough for the... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Kimberley Murphy

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            So happy with everything emsleys have done to help us sell our home. Carol has been amazing and helped us keeping track with the process of selling. Thank you so much x Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Jessica Reed

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Carol was amazing in helping us with our house purchase. She guided us through the processes, explained everything to us, and provided regular updates which we greatly appreciated given that we... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Rosie Brookes

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Carol has been so incredibly helpful, communicative and has helped get the sale through. Couldn\'t have asked for better service. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Jessica Walker

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Purchased my home through the Sherburn in Elmet branch.  Carol amp; Amber were so helpful throughout the whole process, they kept me up to date and liaised with the solicitors etc. would use again,... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Roz Armitage

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Provided excellent advice re selling by modern method of auction. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Deborah Gower

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Emsleys Sherburn in Elmet went above and beyond from start to finish!!

You made the process so much easier. I thank my lucky stars we bought and sold through you guys.  

A special HUGE thank you... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Chloe Griffiths

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Great co ordination from Carol Flynn who really helped push things through for exchange and completion. Excellent service and good communication. Thank you! Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Phil Brown

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            We chose Emsleys based on recommendation, and I\'m glad we did.
We received multiple offers at, and above, asking price on our property within a matter of days.
Special thanks to Carol for... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            LAURA BARRITT

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Excellent service throughout.   Great service from Carol and Amber.   Would recommend Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            colin Askew

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Pleasure to deal with, lovely team and kept me updated throughout around developments. Very happy with the service would recommend. Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Matthew Beecham

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            The before and after sales service provided by Emsleys - and, in particular, Carol - has been excellent. The Sherburn offices are staffed by helpful, friendly and well-informed staff, who advised... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Sue Carden

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            A big thank you to Carol at Emsleys estate agents helping us with our move.
Carol went above amp; beyond to help us amp; we would recommend Emsleys in Sherburn in Elmet to anyone.
Thanks again to... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            jjsrebuild@gmail.com

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            I have been very impressed with Emsleys estate agents in Garforth in dealing with the sale of my property.

From start to finish the service has been very professional, and I have been kept fully... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Claire Hodgson

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Emsleys went out of their way to ensure a wrinkle free purchase and hassle free procedure from beginning to end. Carol in particular went above and beyond her role to chase delays and rectify... Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            P McTough

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                "

                            

                            Prompt professional and conscientious, a pleasure to do business with. This is the second property we have sold through Elmsleys too marks Read more

                            
                                                                 
                                                            
                            Gerald Robinson

                        

                    

                                    

            

        

    


				
    
        
            
                
                    
                

            

            
                
                    how much is your property worth?

                    Why Choose Emsleys? We're here to make selling your property as easy as possible. We’ll support you in all aspects of moving home; from an initial free market valuation, through to agreeing a sale.

                    Book a valuation
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